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HSRL Mixed Layer Heights README File 
DISCOVER-AQ 2013 

San Joaquin Valley, CA 
 

Advisory 
 
Given the variety of ways to define, retrieve, and use ML heights, as well as the difficulty in determining ML 
height in complex atmospheric conditions, the estimates of ML height and the height of the maximum aerosol 
gradient derived from the airborne HSRL measurements of aerosol backscatter may or may not be useful for a 
given application.  Therefore, we strongly recommend that users: 1) read the discussion below to learn 
about the methodology, and 2) examine the supplied imagery to gauge the suitability and uncertainty of 
these results. 
 
Directions 
  
If you just want to know what is in the text files that provide the results, skip to Table 1 on page 6 at the end of 
this document. If you want to learn about the analysis that produced these results, read on. In the supplied images, 
the magenta lines represent one-minute running averages of the ML height. Site identification information for the 
DISCOVER-AQ campaigns are located in Table 2. 

 
ML Heights Derived from the HSRL Data 

 
Measurements acquired by the NASA Langley Research Center (LaRC) airborne High Spectral Resolution 

Lidar (HSRL) are used to examine the structure of the atmospheric boundary layer (BL). The term mixed layer 
(ML) height is appropriate for the measurement made by lidar (Hayden et al., 1997; Seibert et al., Stull, 1988; 
Tucker et al., 2009). Tucker et al. (2009), defines the ML height as the volume of atmosphere in which aerosol 
chemical species emitted within the BL are mixed and dispersed and since all measurements were collected 
during the daytime, this terminology is applicable to the airborne HSRL observations (Scarino et al., 2014).  

ML heights from the daytime measurements were derived using an automated technique that uses a Haar 
wavelet covariance transform with multiple wavelet dilations (Brooks, 2003) to identify the sharp gradients in 
aerosol backscatter located at the top of the ML.  Several studies have used techniques that employed such 
transforms to identify ML layer heights using lidar measurements (Davis et al., 2000; Cohn and Angevine, 2000).  
Although these techniques are effective where the vertical gradient is small within and above the ML and the 
inversion is sharp and well defined, these techniques can produce a bias in the ML height estimates when a 
gradient is present above or below the ML (Davis et al., 2000; Cohn and Angevine, 2000; Brooks 2003).  Brooks 
(2003) attempted to eliminate this problem by developing an alternative technique that uses multiple wavelet 
dilations instead of a single dilation to identify the upper and lower limits of the backscatter transition zone and 
provide the altitude of the maximum in the covariance transform.   This technique was found to be insensitive to 
mean vertical gradients in the background signal.   Brooks (2003) demonstrated this technique using airborne 
backscatter lidar data acquired over relatively shallow marine boundary layers. We have used this technique and 
have found it works reasonably well under a variety of conditions.  

We implemented this technique in the following manner. The algorithm used as input data the aerosol 
backscatter profiles (532 nm) derived from the HSRL measurements.  These profiles are computed every 0.5 sec 
using a 10 second running average of the HSRL 532 nm backscatter data.  Backscatter values are computed using 
60 m vertical resolution, and are provided every 30 m.  Clouds were screened from the analyses because they can 
produce signal gradients that can be misinterpreted by the wavelet algorithm as the ML top; furthermore because 
the cloud signal is typically very strong, any averaged profile that includes a cloud return will be dominated by 
the cloud return (Cohn and Angevine, 2000).  When the laser pulse strikes a cloud, a large pulse is recorded at the 
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cloud top height.  The laser pulse is attenuated by the cloud; the attenuation depends on the thickness and 
properties of the cloud.  For typical BL cumulus clouds, little or no laser light penetrates below the cloud so that 
no useful laser return signals are measured in the atmosphere below the cloud. Therefore, in the images that 
follow, clouds are apparent as white objects with shadows below.  Following Davis et al. (2000), we used the 
largest negative Haar wavelets to identify cloudy profiles.  

The cloud-free backscatter profiles were then used in the wavelet covariance transform algorithm based on the 
method described by Brooks (2003).  This algorithm computes a wavelet transform at multiple dilations (i.e. 
spatial distances) to compute the lower (H1) and upper (H2) limits of the transition zone as well as the altitude of 
the location of the maximum covariance (H3).  The relationship among the three altitudes and the lidar backscatter 
profile can be seen in more detail in Figure 1 which shows a single HSRL aerosol backscatter profile acquired at 
19:40:13 UT on September 26, 2006 during the TexAQS/GoMACCS experiment.   Davis et al. (1997) indicated 
that the depth (H2-H1) of this transition zone may be a better estimate of the entrainment zone depth than the area-
averaged value usually defined.  Note that Cohn and Angevine (2000) computed entrainment zone thickness as 
the distance between the 15th and 85th percentiles of the lidar-derived ML heights H3.  Therefore, in addition to 
providing H1, H2, and H3, we have also 
provided heights corresponding to these 
percentiles computed over one-minute 
averages for each of H1, H2, and H3.  
Brooks (2003) indicated that H1, the lower 
limit of the transition zone, represents the 
top of the well-mixed layer.   However, 
since Davis et al. (2000) and Cohn and 
Angevine (2000) used the altitude of the 
maximum covariance H3 to identify the 
ML height, we will follow the same 
convention.  We have computed and 
included all altitudes in the output file. 

Comparison of the initial algorithm 
results with the ML heights obtained from 
visual inspection revealed some limitations 
of the Brooks algorithm that we addressed 
by subsequent modifications.  First, the 
algorithm would at times identify 
boundaries associated with elevated aerosol 
layers as the ML top.  Consequently, the 
altitude region over which the algorithm 
searched for ML heights was limited to 
between H1-500 m and H2+500 m where 
H1 and H2 are the bottom and top heights of 
the transition zone computed using the 
previous minute of data.   Because of the large changes of ML height between land and water, the results 
computed over water were not used as a basis for computing the results over land and vice versa. This restriction 
eliminated many of the false ML height detections. 

Another modification was made to the algorithm to reduce the false detections due to elevated aerosol layers 
as well as noise in the lidar signal. We found that Brooks’ algorithm, which is designed to choose the largest 
overall maximum value of the wavelet transform, would often erroneously pick an elevated aerosol layer above 
the apparent ML. Therefore, the algorithm was modified to look for local maxima greater than an empirically 
determined threshold value and choose the one at the lowest altitude. Examination of the heights from several 
flights shows that this modification produced results much closer to heights obtained by visual inspection. 

Figure 1. HSRL backscatter profile acquired at 19:40:13 UTC on 26 
September 2006. The heights, H1, H2, and H3, are derived from the 
modified Brooks algorithm. 
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An additional modification was 
made in the choice of dilation values 
used by the algorithm.  The algorithm is 
designed to start with a small dilation 
that is on the order of the vertical data 
resolution (a1~60 m) then increase the 
size of this dilation in an iterative 
manner to find the transition zone limits 
H1 and H2 as well as the altitude of 
maximum in the covariance transform 
H3.  Although this method provided 
good estimates of the transition zone 
limits, it often did not provide accurate 
estimates of H3, when using the 
modification described above. The final 
“optimal” value of the dilation, a2, 
which typically was about 200-300 
meters, appeared to be too small to 
accurately capture the location of the 
maximum in the wavelet transform. 
Consequently, the algorithm was 
adjusted to use a third, larger dilation 
value, a3, for determining H3; a3 was set 
to 900 m over land and 360 m over 
water.  Thus, the optimal value of the 
dilation used to find H3 appears to be a function of the ML height; the smaller values of the optimal dilation found 
by Brooks (2003) are likely due to the much shallower marine ML heights that were examined in this earlier 
study.  In contrast, higher ML heights 
require larger values of this optimal 
dilation. Figure 2 shows an example of 
the aerosol backscatter profiles for the 
September 26, 2006 flight around the 
Houston area.  The black lines represent 
one-minute running mean averages of 
H1 and H2 and the red line represents a 
one-minute running mean average of H3.  
The ML top was easily identified by the 
algorithm as well as by visual inspection 
in this image. 

Complicated aerosol structures 
within and/or above the ML or clouds at 
the top of the ML can prevent the 
algorithm from producing satisfactory 
results. As an example of such a case, 
Figure 3 shows the backscatter profiles 
for a portion of the flight near 
Washington D.C. on July 27, 2011.  
Note that the presence of aerosols above 
the ML complicates the determination of 
ML height and caused the algorithm to incorrectly identify the ML height during the first portion of this flight.  

Figure 2. HSRL backscatter profile curtain on September 26, 2006.  
Black lines show one-minute running average bottom (H1) and top (H2) 
transition zone heights and the pink line shows the one-minute running 
average height of the maximum in the covariance transform of the Haar 
function.  The vertical white line shows the location of the profile plotted 
in Figure 1. 

Figure 3. HSRL backscatter profile curtain on July 27, 2011. The white 
dots represent the ML height from the automated routine and the pink 
dots represent the “best estimate” ML height. 
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The magenta line in the image shows the location of the “best estimate” ML heights obtained by combining the 
algorithm results with the ML height obtained by visual inspection of the HSRL backscatter profiles. 

Because the automated algorithm may not have produced satisfactory results for all times, each flight was 
manually examined and a second set of ML heights was produced by visually inspecting the backscatter image. 
The heights produced from the automated algorithm were also considered as part of this manual determination so 
this second set of “manual” heights is not entirely independent of the heights determined from the automated 
method. The H3 altitudes determined from the automated algorithm and the ML heights determined from the 
manual inspection were combined to produce a set of “best estimate” ML heights.  In those cases where the H3 
altitudes from the automated algorithm and manual altitudes were within 300 m, the H3 altitudes from the 
automated algorithm were used as the best estimate; if the automated and manual altitudes differed by more than 
300 m, the manual heights were used.  Overall, during the TexAQS/GoMACCS experiment, the automated 
heights were chosen as the “best estimate” in about 85% of the cases examined during GoMACCS.  (This success 
rate will vary depending on location, time of day, season, meteorology, etc.) Of these cases, the mean difference 
between the heights chosen by both methods differed by less than 10 m, so reducing the threshold used to decide 
which method to use would not have significantly changed the overall results. Further revisions of the algorithm 
did not appreciably increase the success rate of the automated algorithm results because of the complicated nature 
of aerosol and ML structures on several days. Indeed, in many of the cases where the automated algorithm failed 
to give satisfactory results, it was also difficult to accurately locate the ML height even by visual inspection. 

Note that the ML derived in the manner discussed above may or may not correspond to the ML height derived 
from gradients in the potential temperature and/or trace gases such as water vapor. Figure 4 shows an example 
from a flight on July 2, 2011 during the DISCOVER-AQ mission. In this case, the ML height derived from the 
automated algorithm (shown by the pink line in the image on the left) matches the height corresponding to 
gradients in the profiles of potential temperature and water vapor as measured by coincident ozonesonde (shown 
by pink dotted line). However, the lidar aerosol backscatter imagery on this date shows that the height of the 
maximum aerosol gradient (shown in purple) sometimes occurred well above the ML height. Similarly, the 
radiosonde profiles show that the largest gradients in potential temperature and water vapor (shown by purple 
dashed line) occurred above the ML height.  Since the height of the maximum aerosol gradient may provide a 
better indication of the depth of the aerosol layer (and perhaps also the relevant depth for trace gases), the altitude 
of the maximum aerosol gradient has also been computed and provided. We emphasize that in some cases, the 

Figure 4. (left) HSRL backscatter profile curtain on July 2, 2011. (right) Ozonesonde profile of potential temperature 
and dew point from the Beltsville, MD site at about 15 UTC on this day (corresponding to oval on the lidar image). 
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lidar measurements of aerosol backscatter may not provide suitable estimates of the ML height and/or 
the height of the maximum aerosol gradient.  Therefore, we strongly recommend that users study the 
supplied imagery to gauge the suitability and uncertainty of these results.  

The results from both the manual and automated algorithm methods for all of the daytime flights are 
provided. Table 1 lists the parameters contained in this file. Note that there are several altitudes listed in the file to 
help provide more complete information regarding these results.  All of the ML layer heights and transition zone 
heights are listed as altitude above ground level.  Ground level elevation above sea level, which is also provided 
in the file, was determined from the Global Land One-km Base Elevation (GLOBE) Digital Elevation Map 
(DEM) database (http://www.ngdc.noaa.gov/mgg/topo/globe.html) based on the latitude and longitude recorded 
by the Global Positioning System (GPS) navigation system on the aircraft.  GLOBE DEM ground elevation 
values were found to agree with the ground elevation determined from cloud-free HSRL profiles to within the 30 
m spacing of the recorded HSRL signals. Values of H1, H2, and H3 for each 0.5 sec, cloud-free profile are listed in 
the file. ML heights derived from manual inspection, interpolated to the 0.5 sec backscatter resolution, are also 
listed.  The “optimal” dilation values (a2) computed by the Brooks algorithm are listed.  One-minute (~6 km at 
nominal aircraft speed) running mean averages of H1, H2, and H3 are provided.  We have also provided heights 
corresponding to the 15th and 85th percentiles computed over one-minute averages for each of H1, H2, and H3.  The 
“best estimate” ML heights are provided at 0.5 sec resolution as well as one-minute running mean averages.  The 
altitudes of the maximum aerosol gradients are listed as well as one-minute running mean averages of these 
heights. 
 
Contacts: 

 
Richard Ferrare  (Richard.A.Ferrare@nasa.gov) 
Sharon Burton    (Sharon.P.Burton@nasa.gov)  
Amy Jo Scarino  (Amy.Jo.Scarino@nasa.gov)  
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Table 1.  Parameters listed in the HSRL ML height ascii files  
Column Colume Name Units Description 
 Date  YYYYMMDD 
1 Time Decimal 

hours 
UT time read from aircraft GPS for each record. 

2 Latitude Degrees 
(>0 north) 

Latitude read from aircraft GPS for each record. (+North, -South) 

3 Longitude Degrees 
(<0 west) 

Longitude read from aircraft GPS for each record. (+East, -West) 

4 SiteID  Ground Sites (when HSRL was within 5 km of site) – see Table 2 
5 Ground_Alt m (MSL) Ground altitude above mean sea level based on the one-km GLOBE 

Digital Elevation Map dataset based on the GPS latitude and 
longitude values. (0.5 sec resolution) 

6 ML_height_AGL m (AGL) “H3” parameter from Brooks (2003). This is the altitude of the local 
maximum in the covariance transform of the Haar function (i.e. the 
maximum in the wavelet covariance) believed to be the mixed layer 
top.  This height, and the remaining heights, are above ground level 
(AGL). (0.5 sec resolution) 

7 H1_AGL m (AGL) “H1” parameter from Brooks (2003). Height of the base of the 
transition layer. (0.5 sec resolution) 

8 H2_AGL m (AGL) “H2”  parameter from Brooks (2003). Height of the top of the 
transition layer. (0.5 sec resolution) 

9 Manual_ML_AGL m (AGL) Height of the mixed layer derived from manual inspection of the 
HSRL backscatter images. 

10 AerThresh  Aerosol threshold used for most missions and is constant 
11 AerActual  The value of the local maximum in the covariance transform 

corresponding to ML_height_AGL. 
12 Minute_mean m (AGL) Running 1 minute average of ML_height_AGL 
13 Minute_stddev m Standard deviation of the 1 minute average of ML_height_AGL 
14 Minute_15pctl m (AGL) Height of the 15th percentile of the PBL_height_AGL parameter for 

each minute (i.e. 15% of the H3 heights are less than or equal to this 
height) 

15 Minute_85pctl m (AGL) Height of the 85th percentile of the ML_height_AGL parameters for 
each minute (i.e. 85% of the H3 heights are less than or equal to this 
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height) 
16 Dilation m Optimal dilation (i.e. spatial extent) of the Haar function as 

determined by Brooks (2003) algorithm. 
17 Minute_mean_h1 m (AGL) Running 1 minute average of H1_AGL 
18 Minute_15pctl_h1 m (AGL) Height of the 15th percentile of the H1_AGL parameter for each 

minute (i.e. 15% of the H1 heights are less than or equal to this 
height) 

19 Minute_85pctl_h1 m (AGL) Height of the 85th percentile of the H1_AGL parameter for each 
minute (i.e. 85% of the H1 heights are less than or equal to this 
height) 

20 Minute_mean_h2 m (AGL) Running 1 minute average of H2_AGL 
21 Minute_15pctl_h2 m (AGL) Height of the 15th percentile of the H2_AGL parameter for each 

minute (i.e. 15% of the H2 heights are less than or equal to this 
height) 

22 Minute_85pctl_h2 m (AGL) Height of the 85th percentile of the H2_AGL parameter for each 
minute (i.e. 85% of the H2 heights are less than or equal to this 
height) 

23 Best_ML_height m (AGL) “best estimate” of the ML height based on ML_height_AGL and 
Manual_ML_AGL. (0.5 sec resolution) (equal to ML_height_AGL 
when abs(ML_height_AGL-Manual_ML_height)<300 m; otherwise 
set to Manual_ML_height) 

24 Best_Min_ML m (AGL) Running 1 minute average of Best_ML_height 
25 Max_gradient m (AGL) Height of the global maximum of the wavelet transform AGL.  May 

be above reported ML_height_AGL. 
26 Minute_max m (AGL) Running 1 minute average of Max_gradient. 
 
Table 2.  Ground Sites in San Joaquin Valley, California Region 
*Note: Huron & Hanford Site ID# are switched, so they don’t match those in P3 merge 
Site ID # Site Name Latitude Longitude 

1 Bakersfield 35.33167 -118.99972 
2 Porterville 36.03179 -119.05505 
3 Huron 36.19865 -120.10117 
4 Hanford 36.31572 -119.64323 
5 Tranquility 36.63434 -120.38234 
6 Fresno-Garland 36.78538 -119.77321 

 


